SMB Ascend
Migrating to the cloud
A business case in 5 days to evaluate
your technological infrastructure
For IT directors who are wondering about the advantages and disadvantages of migrating to the cloud, EXIA’s SMB Ascend is a
solution that lets you quickly obtain a portrait of the different migration scenarios, the related costs and savings, as well as the
different support options available. Unlike hosting providers whose only goal is to sell storage, EXIA’s SMB Ascend offers a
complete analysis of the costs associated with operating IT assets.

DESCRIPTION OF OFFER
SMB Ascend offers you an accurate six-step evaluation process of the potential beneﬁts of migrating your IT infrastructure to
the cloud. The ﬁrst step consists in conducting an inventory of your internal network, computers and servers, software versions,
backup strategy, continuity plan and the maturity level of your infrastructure management internal processes.
At the end of the assessment, you will have a comprehensive business case to help you determine whether you should migrate
to either a cloud computing platform or a hybrid platform, or remain as is. We also include a plan for migrating your
infrastructure to the cloud and ensuring your operations are not impacted.
Our proprietary methodology allows for a structured and repeatable approach that allows us to quickly analyze the situation
and deliver your PME Ascension project in just 5 days.

INCLUDED IN OFFER

CONDITIONS

1 kick-off session

For SMEs only

Analysis of the current situation

The client commits to making key contacts available
to EXIA throughout the duration of the mandate

Evaluation of the beneﬁts
1 implementation plan

EXIA remains the Digital Partner of Record (DPOR)
for licences used under this offer

$5,000 credit toward hosting or migration carried
out by EXIA

The mandate must be completed within 5
consecutive business days

CONTACT US TODAY TO DISCUSS YOUR PROJECT!
WHO ARE WE?
EXIA is a consulting ﬁrm specializing in Business intelligence, data management and
predictive analytics. With its seasoned team of experts and solid, proven methodologies,
EXIA provides top-notch services to help clients achieve their business objectives.
Founded in 2010 by three experts in the ﬁeld, EXIA now works with over 50 collaborators
to carry out critical projects for its clients. EXIA experts can step in at any organizational
level in all business spheres. Our services range from strategic consulting, architecture
and functional and business analysis to development.
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